Fantasy Flight 1225

How 230 elves are providing
holiday magic for local children

by Blythe Thimsen
photos by Zoom Photography

T

he sound of jingling
bells, peals of laughter and the
wafting strains of Rudolph the
Red Nose Reindeer nearly drown
out the gate agent whose voice
comes over the intercom system. “We are now
boarding Alaska Airlines Flight 1225 with
service to the North Pole,” she says. “Please
have your boarding pass out and ready. We will
begin by boarding rows 25 to 31, at gate A1.”
A sudden silence fills the concourse, followed
by an eruption of cheers as passengers run for
the gate, with glitter flying through the air and
several passengers doing cartwheels. Not your
average boarding scene? Well, this is not your
average flight. Welcome aboard the Spokane
Fantasy Flight to the North Pole.
For 14 years, Spokane Fantasy Flight, a 501(c)3
non-profit, has provided underprivileged
children in Spokane, Washington, a North Pole
experience to meet Santa Claus. Four years ago,
it upped the ante by partnering with Alaska
Airlines, which took the experience to the skies
with a live flight. The goal is to give children
who have challenged lives the chance to dream
and believe during the holiday season. “We
want them to enjoy their time and to wonder
about the amazing possibilities of their lives
in this world, not to worry about them,” says
Steve Paul, CEO and President of Northwest
North Pole Adventures, which handles the
administrative responsibilities, which are too
much for Santa’s busy elves. Throughout the
year, Paul works very closely with Chief Elf
Bernie, the head elf who is in charge of the entire
event. They almost become one throughout the
year as they plan the grand adventure.
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While Phoenix, Seattle, Denver and Chicago each hold
events with a North Pole experience, none are as extensive
as the trip based out of Spokane. With the help of Alaska
Airlines, children board an airplane – known as Santa One
– and take a forty-minute flight before landing atthe North
Pole Airport, in a magical far away land.
Through social service organizations, 65 underprivileged
children between the ages of 4 and 10 are selected to
participate in the trip. They receive personalized invitations
from Santa Claus, asking them to come visit him at the
North Pole before Christmas. A broken home doesn’t begin
to describe what many of these children come from; more
often it is a shattered home, with enough challenge and
heartbreak already under their belt to make life unbearable.
This trip is a welcome respite.
PRE-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
On Fantasy Flight day, over 230 elves and members of an
elite team called Santa’s Guards, mingle with business and
holiday travelers alike in Spokane International Airport,
awaiting the children’s arrival. For the elves and Guards, this
day stands out on their calendars, and is one for which they
prepare all year. With each piece of elf paraphernalia they
don, from green shoes that curl up at the toe, to the pointy
ears, tights with red and green legs, and an endless supply of
glitter and bells, their everyday responsibilities fade to the
background as the magic of the moment transports them
into full elf mode.
Around noon, the children arrive to a sea of elves clogging
the Alaska Airlines terminal. The nervous, concerned looks
that occupy the face of each precious child begins to fade
into awe and delight as the adventure begins.
Each child is assigned an escort elf that stays with them
all day. “The kids are getting so much attention,” says
Captain Kyle Smith, of the Salvation Army, from where 47
of the children come. “Some of them have attention deficit
disorder, so to have the one-on-one attention is great for
them.”
Despite their many magical abilities, elves are subject to
security screenings just like everyone else. With their child
in tow, each elf makes his or her way through security en
route to their gate. TSA agents are business as usual as scan
bins fill with plush curled-toe shoes, belts encrusted with
bells, and an assortment of velvet hats.
Once past security, the concourse turns into a winter
wonderland with fully decorated trees peppered throughout.
Around the base of each tree are backpacks for the children.
These pre-flight gifts are filled with school supplies, hats
and gloves; gifts they would never get in their day-to-day
life. “A lot of times, because they don’t have places to live,
they don’t have anything that is just theirs,” says an elf
named Hollibeary. “One thing that is so fun is to see them
experience ownership of something.”
Not only have many of these children never had
something to call their own, but also, many of them are
hesitant to entertain the idea Santa will visit them. Renalto,
a 5-year old boy with chocolate colored eyes and thick black
Children and their escort elves deplane after flying on “Santa One” and arriving at the special North Pole Airport.
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Mrs. Clause listens intently to a young boy as he eagerly tells her about the craft he made at the North Pole.
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over the intercom. “We are now boarding
Alaska Airlines Flight 1225 with service to
the North Pole.”
With shouts of delight, the scrambling
of feet and the aforementioned cartwheels
from a few rambunctious elves, 65 pairs of
elves and children board Alaska Airlines’
largest plane, the Boeing 737-900. Alaska
Airlines donates the plane and the fuel
for the flight, while the pilots and flight
attendants donate their time. The rest of
the elves will meet the children back at the
North Pole, after traveling through a magic
transport tunnel.
“It’s up to the elves to make it happen,”

says Chief Elf Bernie, as he settles into his seat
on the plane. He knows the escort elves are the
ones who can help each child relax and enjoy all
the details of the trip, while making the magic
come alive.
ON BOARD SANTA ONE
Once everyone is settled in their seats,
Captain Barney Moran greets the passengers.
“Children, welcome aboard Santa One,” he
says, his voice booming through the cabin of
the plane. “Santa has sent down some special
engines that will help us get all the way to the
North Pole.”
For most of the children, this is their first

time on an airplane. Peter, a 10 year old who
has been through a series of foster homes and
longs for a forever family, told Chief Elf Bernie
his greatest dream was to fly on an airplane.
Some of the sadness on his heart chips away as
the plane taxis down the runway and takes off
with a chorus of “oohs” and “ahhs” and “we’re
flying!” bursting from the cabin.
Getting to the North Pole takes more than
just a big plane with special engines, though;
the children need to embrace the magic, and
believe. To that end, the elves lead the children
in a chant: “Off to the North Pole, off we fly; To
dreams come true, to Spokane ‘goodbye!’ With
my elf beside me, we’ll hold on tight. We’re
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hair, leans in to tell his elf, Skittles, “I want
to ask Santa if he’s coming this year.” Not
an unreasonable question from a child who
has seen more dark days in his life than good
ones, and for whom Santa’s appearance has
never been a guarantee.
For other children, like Erlina, who is also
5, the magic of the experience overwhelms
any cynicism. Jumping up and down on one
foot next to her elf, Buttons, she is restlessly
waiting for the flight, and can’t help but
wonder what awaits her. “I think it is going to
be a big house,” she says of her vision of what
it looks like at the North Pole.
The wait is soon over, as the voice crackles
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Santa’s Guards line the walkway and welcome children to the North Pole, where, magically, the snow began to fall as soon as the plane landed.

going to see Santa, flying into the night!”
With the plane, special engines and the
children’s belief in place, getting to the North
Pole is easy, but Santa doesn’t want to make
it too easy for other people to find. Because
the North Pole’s top-secret location must be
protected, Alaska flight attendants help the
children pull their window shades down as
the plane levels off, so that no one will see
the secret route to the North Pole.
A half an hour into the flight, Co-Pilot
Sean Brown’s voice interrupts the festivities
in the cabin. “I see them! Reindeer are right
in front of the plane; they’re flying toward us
to welcome us,” he says, going on to describe
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how the reindeer flank each side of the
plane to escort it over the wall of magic that
surrounds the North Pole. The plane’s nose
rises as it climbs higher into the air scaling
the wall and entering North Pole air space.
“It’s the joy and the magic of the kids
that is so great,” says Elf Carole, an Alaska
Airlines flight attendant who has been on
numerous Fantasy Flights. “We love our
company’s principles, and this is what kids
are really about and what Christmas is really
about.”
The Alaska Airlines crew bids for this
flight, which is one of the most coveted
assignments. “We look for it,” says Elf Joan,

a flight attendant who tries to get on this
flight each year. “Our time is minimal; the
real heroes are the elves. They spend the
whole day with the kids. Some of these kids
are scared, but by the end they are changed.”
Local station manager for Horizon/Alaska
Airlines, Dave Burris has been volunteering
for the flight for three years. “I love seeing all
our employees involved,” he says, referring to
the 50-plus Alaska employees, based not just
in Spokane, but from as far away as Seattle,
Sacramento and Boise, who volunteer their
time each year to participate in the Fantasy
Flight. “Nothing takes the place of seeing the
looks on the kids’ faces. I think the fact that

all these sponsors come together to give
kids an experience they have never had is
exceptional.”
“Alaska is a company that has found
something their employees can really be
passionate about,” says Paul, aka Chief Elf
Bernie. “That loyalty, when transferred to
customers, it shows. Their customers now
value them on a higher plane.”
Puns aside, it is not just Alaska’s
passengers that are excited to see the airline
involved. “It is thrilling,” says Moran, of
being able to pilot Santa One to the North
Pole. “It is always great to fly something
new, but it is especially great to see these
www.spokanecda.com
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SeeSaw the elf passes out glow wands to children mid-flight. Moments later he was up to his usual mischief in the overhead bin (inset).

kids who believe. It makes you remember
when you were young and believed.”
As the passengers exit Santa One, a fleet
of Santa’s Guards line the walkway leading
from the plane into a hangar at the North
Pole Airport, clapping and cheering for each
child.
Inside the hangar, the children continue
down an elf-lined walkway, leading into the
main building. As children and elves gather,
mingling in one large group, Santa and Mrs.
Claus enter the room, causing a moment of
shocked silence, followed by an eruption of
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cheers. As they welcome them to the North
Pole, Santa and Mrs. Claus are surrounded
by children, swarming for hugs.
Children and their elves filter throughout
the room, hitting all of the activities of the
North Pole, including Frosty’s Closet, a ring
toss challenge where each child walks away
with a new set of cozy pajamas. For some
of these children, new pajamas are a luxury
they’ve never had before.
“I think it is almost as much magic for us
as it is for them,” says Hollibeary, surveying
the excitement in the room.

A craft table provides a spot to make
an ornament. In the Cocoa Café, a nonstop assortment of freshly made cookies and
treats tempt the children. For many, though,
it is difficult to tear themselves away from
the reindeer stall, where a live reindeer lies
curled up on hay, resting before his big night.
Crafts, cookies and clothes aside, the real
reason the kids are here is to see Santa, and a
visit with him is what is on everyone’s mind.
The children are taken individually into
an antechamber of Santa’s sleigh room, along
with their elf. Here they look in “The Book”

to find their name, and see if they have been
listed as “Naughty” or “Nice.” After getting
“Nice” clearance, the child and elf proceed in
for a one-on-one visit with Santa to tell him
what they want for Christmas.
This question has already been asked of
the children, through their social service
organizations. In the weeks leading up to
the flight, one lone elf, working under Chief
Elf Bernie, dedicates herself to the task
of getting each child’s top gift request if
possible. For many children, this is their only
holiday celebration, and the only presents
www.spokanecda.com
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Above: The children listen to the flight
attendants who get them ready for
takeoff. Above right: Armed with glow
wands, the children are ready for a
magical flight.

After much anticipation, the moment
has arrived! Escort elves and their
children board the plane for the flight
to the North Pole.

they receive during the year are the ones
given this night.
As six year-old Joey nestles into Santa’s lap
he levels his gaze and tells Santa he wants
“Superman bedding” for Christmas. Not a
typical request for a six-year-old, but a true
dream for a boy who, like many of these
children, has never had such a luxury as
coordinated bedding.
“I think we can do that Joey,” Santa replies
as an elf quietly appears from behind his
sleigh, holding a Superman comforter and
sheet set. Joey grabs the package and hoists
it above his head in a victory dance, his face
shining with pure joy.
After every child receives their gift, they
gather with all the elves around Santa and
Mrs. Claus. With bellies full of hot chocolate
and cookies, they settled in for Mrs. Claus to
read The Polar Express, listening with delight
to the story of a boy who visits the North
Pole on a train, and who learns from Santa
the importance of believing.
For these children, this is one lesson they
have learned firsthand on this trip to the
North Pole. Though they will soon bid their
escort elves farewell and prepare for their
return trip home, they leave with so much
more than they came. Not just the numerous
gifts they received, but a renewed sense of
wonder, hope and belief. In a world where
disappointment and heartache are more
often their companions, they were given a
priceless gift that will impact not just their
holiday season, but also every day of their
lives. And that is the greatest gift of all.
To learn more about the Spokane Fantasy
Flight, and how to get involved, visit
www.spokanefantasyflight.com
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